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INVENTORY

Box 11  Accession prior to 1995

1912-1942

R 20   A - Oa
R 21   O'B - W
R 22   B - Wo
       We - Wi
       T - Wa

Accession of 1995

Graduated with B.A., 1963-1975

R 23   4.01   A - Drex
R 24   4.02   Drey - Johnston, R
R 25   4.03   Johnston, R - Myers, J
R 26   4.04   Myers, J - S
Undergraduates, 1907-1963

R 27  33.1  A - Hal
R 28  33.2  Ham - Patte
R 29  33.3  Patti - Z
R 30  33.4  (Received Master of Architecture & Master of City Planning, 1962-1963, no order)
        (Bachelor of Architecture, 1963, alphabetically)
        B - T

Undergraduate and graduate mixed, 1915-1975

R 31  33.5  A - Dearden, W
Box 12
R 1  33.6  Dearden, W - Hs
R 2  33.7  Hu - Mount, J
R 3  33.8  Mount, J - Smit
R 4  33.9  Smin - Z
        (Graduated with Master degree, 1969-1975)
        A - R
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